


Fitrisyah Winata & Partners was established in 2015

(formerly, Fitrisyah & Partners) with full commitment to the field of legal

service. We are at all time giving our best endeavour to ensure the

delivery of professional advice to clients by our team of experts. Our

lawyers are working in a practice-area basis and trained to be focused

on the clients’ objectives. We provide a practical advice to clients that

engages their business in a demanding business climate and a fast-

changing regulatory environment. Our lawyers provide advice throughout

all types of commercial law, covering banking and finance, investment,

competition, environment, M&A, insolvency/bankruptcy and restructuring,

dispute resolution, labour, intellectual property rights, and real estate.

Our practice and working system enables us to develop a comprehensive

understanding of our clients’ businesses and to constantly deliver relevant

advice accordingly. We focus on relationships and we are truly believe in

the principle of Rule of Law. Being a professional in our field, we have

responsibilities that extend beyond our client work.

FITRISYAH WINATA & PARTNERS

Grha Tirtadi Suite 207

Jl. Pangeran Antasari No.18A, Jakarta Selatan 12410

Phone: +6221 75812308   Email: info@fnrlawyers.id

About us



Fitrisyah Winata & Partners Law

Office ensures to always

provide clients with experts that

deliver professional advice with

respect to any legal issue.

Our lawyers are working in a

practice-area basis and trained

to be focused on the clients’

objectives. We provide a

practical advice to clients that

engage their business in a

demanding business

environment and a fast-

changing regulatory system.

Our practice and working

system enable us to develop a

comprehensive understanding

of our clients’ businesses and to

constantly deliver accurate

advice accordingly. We focus on

relationships and we are truly

believe in the principle of Rule

of Law.

Our office has established a

network in all over 130

countries and jurisdictions. This

network allows us to easily keep

up with the clients’ need in

cross-border transactions.

Our Firm is also an exclusive

members of ASEAN Legal Alliance,

an association of law firms from

each of the 10 member states of

ASEAN. Firms under this

association are working in close

cooperation to provide legal

services across the whole of

ASEAN. Each firm has the requisite

experience to handle foreign

investments and has the business

knowledge to assist clients navigate

through the different business

cultures that prevail in each ASEAN

country. Since 2018, ASEAN Legal

Alliance has entered a strategic

alliance of Warwick Legal Network,

of which the members of each

network will have access to each

other’s legal skills for all client

work.

Visit

• www.aseanlegalalliance.net

• www.warwicklegal.com

http://www.aseanlegalalliance.net/
http://www.warwicklegal.com/


Merger & Acquisition

We provide legal advices to

multinationals, investment / private

equity funds, venture financiers,

offshore investors and domestic

corporations on all types of Mergers

and Acquisition. Our firm delivers

advice on compliance with legal and

regulatory requirements, due

diligence, document preparation and

relevant implementation processes.

Banking & Finance

Our Banking & Finance practice

advises many prominent financial

institutions in relation to the vast range

of financial products. We focus on

multiple aspects of banking and

finance, including structured finance &

derivatives, leveraged finance, asset

finance, project finance, real estate

finance, capital markets, tax-based

structured finance, venture capital

lending, trade finance, restructuring

and insolvency. Our team is a fully-

integrated practice providing

transactional and regulatory advice to a

broad range of clients, other financial

institutions and intermediaries,

government agencies and corporates,

acting on many complex transactions.

We focus on providing clients with

business-sensitive solutions to complex

legal matters.

Investment

We have all the experiences and

expertise in assisting domestic and

international investors in establishing

and developing their business

expansion in Indonesia. Our team of

lawyers are dedicated in assisting

thoroughly on the investors need

when they decide to set up a venture

or participating in the existing

Indonesian corporations. Our

assistance covers a comprehensive

legal assistance since the stage of

investment planning until the

business operates commercially.

Bankruptcy & Restructuring

We offer a full range of practical and

commercial services and solution in

insolvency/bankruptcy and debt

restructuring area. We have extensive

experience representing desperate

creditors, large troubled debtors and

their guarantors as well as investors in

insolvency/bankruptcy and debt

restructuring process.



Competition

Competition Law has always been a

sophisticated and essential structure

to the operation of any venture. Our

firm provides advices on

dishonorable trading practices by

addressing all aspects of anti-

monopoly and competition risk,

provide analysis to a corporate

action, as well as representing our

clients before the Indonesian Anti-

Monopoly Supervisory Commission.

Labor

We provide legal advices in the

cases of immigration and labor law,

which cover applications for residing

and working permits for foreign

workers, preparation of employment

contracts, corporate policies, and

joint cooperation agreements. We

advises on working conditions,

severance legislation, union

relationships and collective

bargaining agreements. In terms of

labor disputes, our services include

representing clients when required

before the relevant Industrial

Relations Court.

Intellectual Property Rights

We provide assistance to drive

your business growth by

protecting your ideas and

innovations, brand, and work

creativity. By combining a

strategic, global outlook with

local knowledge involved in this

area, we are of the confident to

be able to provide assurance

and comfort in mind to our

clients. We advise companies of

all sizes and in virtually all

industries across the life cycle of

IP assets, from development to

commercialization and licensing

through to maturity. We also

have a deep understanding of

and advice on a broad range of

issues in closely related areas

such as e-commerce, data

protection, and all types of

media work.

Arbitration & Dispute Resolution

Matter of a different interpretation in

venture relationship is inevitable in

most occasions. In Fitrisyah Winata &

Partners, we represent clients in

dispute settlement negotiations,

acting as their counsel before the

relevant courts and arbitration

tribunals.

Corporate Practice

Our firm takes part in services

that relate corporate operation,

covering all aspects necessary

for the establishment and the

running of a business in

compliance with Indonesian

law. We provide services to

ensure statutory compliance of

a legal entity, including bylaws,

contractual agreements and

operational corporate

documents.



OUR LAWYERS



Name    MUHAMMAD AIDIL FITRISYAH

E-mail Address aidil@fnrlawyers.id   

Phone    0812 1090 320                   

College Degree  Bachelor of Law, University of Indonesia 

Language Bahasa Indonesia  

English                              

Mr. Fitrisyah has been legal counsel to various cases and had gained experiences

in general corporate affairs, M&A, finance & banking, investment and labor. His

experience in international transactions, representing both domestic and offshore

clients has brought him to the benefit of transnational alliance with more than 130

counties around the world. During his career as corporate lawyer, Mr. Fitrisyah has

advised wide range of clients, from domestic private equity businesses to

international corporations and law firms. Being a figure that has been familiar with

the regional and global law network does certainly ease Mr. Fitrisyah to

understand the needs of his clients and therefore capable to address each and

every legal issue that his clients encounter in their business operations. At this firm,

Mr. Fitrisyah acts as managing partner and shall be responsible for any legal

services that are rendered by this firm.



Counsel DBS BANK LTD, with respect to USD 60,000,000

financing transaction to an Indonesian group shipping

company.

Scope of works:

- Reviewing Facility Agreement

- Reviewing corporate documents of Borrower and

guarantor

- Consolidating and supervising fulfilment of condition

precedent (resolutions, statements, reporting,

confirmation)

- Preparing security documents (pledge of shares,

fiducia, hypothec over vessels)

- Issuing Legal Opinion.

Counsel to USD 5,200,000 financing transaction by UOB

KAY HIAN CREDIT PTE. LTD to an Indonesian shipping

company.

Scope of works:

- Reviewing Loan Agreement, consolidating and

supervising fulfilment of condition precedent

(resolutions, statements, reporting, confirmation), and

issuing Legal Opinion.

Counsel to JA MITSUI LEASING SINGAPORE PTE. LTD

(http://www.jamitsuilease.co.jp), in a USD 5,000,000 and

USD 10,000,000 financing to Indonesian leasing

companies.

Scope of works:

- Preparing transactions documents, including all

Indonesian security documents

- Overseeing the relevant amendment made to the

target companies’ Articles of Association

- Verifying the perfection of conditions precedent and

subsequent.

Counsel to PT MANDIRI CAPITAL INDONESIA, with

respect to equity partnership and financing facility for

Indonesian start-up companies.

Scope of works:

- Preparing transactions documents and the requisite

security documents

- Overseeing the relevant amendment made to the

target companies’ Articles of Association

- Verifying the perfection of conditions precedent and

subsequent.

Counsel to PT Bank ANZ Indonesia.

Scope of works:

- Legal Advice on the applicability of United Nation’s

sanction by Indonesian banks.

Counsel to PT Bank ANZ Indonesia.

Scope of works:

- Legal Advice on Indonesian banks’ sovereignty, with

regard to the provision of data center.

Counsel to PT Bank Tabungan Negara (Persero) Tbk.

Scope of works:

- Reviewing existing legal documents, banking

instruments and contracts of BTN

- Providing necessary insight from Indonesian legal

perspective to said matters

- Making alteration, improvement, modification,

adjustment and/ or reworking of BTN’s legal

documents, banking instruments and contracts for its

operational consumer and corporate banking

activities.

BANKING AND FINANCING PROJECTS

Counsel to RAIFFEISEN BANK INTERNATIONAL AG, 

XIAMEN BRANCH, in relation to a USD 10,000,000 

loan facility to an Indonesian plantation company.

Counsel to OVERSEA-CHINESE BANKING

CORPORATION LIMITED, in relation to the provision of

USD 6,825,000 loan facility to an Indonesian shipping

company.

http://www.jamitsuilease.co.jp/


CORPORATE AND INVESTMENT PROJECTS

Counsel to SPESNET PTE LTD (www.spesnet.co.za), a

healthcare technology company, based in South

Africa, for project investment in Indonesia.

Scope of works:

(i) Advising for the establishment of joint venture

company and distribution agreement with local

distributors, and (ii) preparing transaction documents.

Counsel to AGRINOS SDN BHD, with respect to

distribution agreement made with PT Sampoerna Agro

TBK.

Scope of works:

Preparing draft agreement and provide advice on the

distribution arrangement.

Counsel to PT REALTA CHAKRADHARMA

(http://www.realta.co.id/site/), one of the leading and

pioneer of IT company in Indonesia.

Scope of works:

Advise on all legal matters of the company.

Counsel to PT SUMBER SEGARA PRIMADAYA

(http://www.ssprimadaya.co.id/home.php), a Coal

Fired Power Plan Company which produces electricity,

in relation with its compliance with regard to the

prevailing laws and regulations in Indonesia.

Counsel to BRU HAAS SDN. BHD

(http://www.bruhaas.com), a Malaysian

based telecommunication operator, with respect to

capital participation in Indonesian company.

Counsel to PT CERDAS DIGITAL NUSANTARA

(www.squline.com), with respect to capitalization

subscription transaction.

Scope of works:

(i) Preparing transactions documents, and (ii) oversees

the relevant amendment made to the companies’

Articles of Association

Counsel to PT URBAN RITEL INTERNATIONAL

(www.urbanlifestore.com) – all corporate legal affairs

Counsel to PT STAR WORLD INTERNATIONAL

(www.gadgetciti.co.id) - all corporate legal affairs.

Counsel to PT BAHTERA NIAGA INTERNASIONAL

(www.bahteraniaga.com),

A shipping company focusing on marine

transportation services in the energy sector. The main

activities cover from operating and chartering vessels,

ship management, logistic services as well as

licensing and agency services.

- Corporate Legal Advisor.

- Legal advisor for the company’s onshore and

offshore projects.

Counsel to PT GEOSERVICES

(www.geoservices.co.id)

A company engaged in the exploration and

development of Indonesia’s oil, gas, coal, mineral,

and geothermal industries.

- Corporate Legal Advisor.

- Legal advisor for the company’s onshore and

offshore projects.

Counsel to PT CAKRA MANUNGGAL SEMESTA

(www.ptcms.co.id)

A shipping company, focusing on transportation and

logistic for oil and gas industries.

- Corporate Legal Advisor.

- Legal advisor for the company’s onshore and

offshore projects.

Counsel to PT ADIDAYA ENERGI MANDIRI

(www.adidayaenergymandiri.com)

A company engaged in Engineering, Refurbishment

and Installation (SPM Single Point Moorings), for oil

and gas services.

- Corporate Legal Advisor.

- Legal advisor for the company’s onshore and

offshore projects.

Counsel to BRU HAAS SDN. BHD

(http://www.bruhaas.com)

A Malaysian based telecommunication operator,

with respect to capital participation in Indonesian

company.

- Legal Due Diligence for all aspects of the target

company and to identify potential legal risks of

the project.

Counsel to MIGO TV

A Cyprus based digital content distribution

company.

- Corporate Legal Advisor.

- Legal advisor for the company’s onshore and

offshore projects.

Counsel to PT Datareka Integrasia, as advisor in the

preparation of Marketing Representative Agreement

with Kongsberg Defence & Aerospace AS.

Counsel to PT Green Market Global Indonesia

- Corporate Legal Advisor.

- Legal advisor for the company’s onshore and

offshore projects.

Counsel to PT Danabagus Indonesia

A peer to peer lending platform provider.

- Corporate Legal Advisor.

- Legal advisor for the company’s onshore and

offshore projects.

http://www.spesnet.co.za/
http://www.realta.co.id/site/
http://www.ssprimadaya.co.id/home.php
http://www.bruhaas.com/
http://www.squline.com/
http://www.urbanlifestore.com/
http://www.gadgetciti.co.id/
http://www.bahteraniaga.com/
http://www.geoservices.co.id/
http://www.ptcms.co.id/
http://www.adidayaenergymandiri.com/
http://www.bruhaas.com/


Name    RAY WINATA

E-mail Address ray.winata@fnrlawyers.id   

Phone    0821 2278 7110                   

College Degree  Bachelor of Law, University of Pelita Harapan

LLM degree, Radboud University of Nijmegen

the Netherlands

Language Bahasa Indonesia  

English                              

CAREER

Present Fitrisyah Winata & Partners (Partner)

2013 - Apr 2018 Hadiputranto, Hadinoto & Partners (HHP) (Senior

Associate)

2011 - 2013

2007 - 2009

Ali Budiardjo, Nugroho, Reksodiputro (ABNR),

Counsellors at Law (Associate)

Swandy Halim & Partners (Associate)

Mr. Winata is one of our partners that focuses in Litigation and Dispute

Resolution. He has been in practice for 10 years. He has extensive experience in

handling a variety of commercial disputes (civil and criminal), mainly focussing

on court-sanctioned debt restructuring processes (PKPU) and

bankruptcy/insolvency litigation, where he has represented lenders and debtors

(domestic and international). He also has extensively advised and assisted

multinational corporations and local companies in arbitration, cross-border

disputes, administrative law disputes with government departments and agencies,

and complex litigation disputes such as citizen lawsuit cases, environmental

matters and construction disputes.

Before joining the Firm, Mr. Winata was a Senior Associate at HHP Law Firm, a

member firm of Baker & McKenzie International in Indonesia. Previously, he also

practiced with other two prominent law firms in Jakarta, namely Ali Budiardjo,

Nugroho, Reksodiputro (ABNR) and Swandy Halim & Partners. Mr. Winata

graduated from the Faculty of Law of University of Pelita Harapan (cum laude) in

2007 and won distinction as the year’s Best Graduate Student. In 2010 he

earned his LLM degree from Radboud University of Nijmegen, the Netherlands,

focussing on bankruptcy/insolvency. He is an admitted advocate registered with

the Indonesian Advocates Association (PERADI) and a qualified receiver and

administrator.



REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS, CASES OR MATTERS

Regulatory proceedings (environmental, criminal and administrative court proceedings)

• Representing a manufacturer company in environmental regulatory investigation in respect of

alleged violation on CS2 (carbon disulfide) emission threshold under Environmental Law.

• Representing a subsidiary of US-based company and their personnel in regulatory

enforcement process in respect of an alleged illegal waste disposal in Indonesia.

• Assisting a Turkey-based company and their personnel in criminal investigation process at

Indonesian police concerning allegation of document forgery and fraud related to the

shareholder dispute.

• Representing several customers of Bank Global against the Indonesian Minister Finance at

Indonesian Administrative Court.

• Representing a telecommunication company against tender committee of Universal Service

Obligation (USO) at Indonesian Administrative Court.

Civil litigations (court and arbitration)

• Representing PT PAM Lyonnaise Jaya (Palyja) in multiple citizen lawsuits at Indonesian Court.

The case were multi-party litigation cases involving the President of the Republic of Indonesia,

the Vice President of the Republic of Indonesia, the Minister of Public Works, the Minister of

Finance, the Governor of Jakarta and the Jakarta House of Representatives.

• Representing a Hongkong-based public company specialized in mining against certain

individual shareholders concerning shareholders and internal management disputes in multi-

jurisdiction dispute forum at Indonesian Court, Indonesian Police Office and arbitration at

HKIAC.

• Representing a Singapore-based pharmaceutical company concerning the shareholders

dispute. The dispute involves multiple litigation proceedings at Indonesian Court, Indonesian

Police Office and arbitration at SIAC.

• Representing a Korean conglomerate in court litigation to enforce the performance bonds

against the insurance company at Indonesian Court.

• Representing PT Caterpillar Finance Indonesia in court litigation against their lessee at

Indonesian Court.

• Representing PT Topjaya Sarana Utama, an exclusive distributor of Toshiba brand in

Indonesia in the distributorship dispute against Toshiba Japan.



• Representing Karma Developments Pte Ltd, a company which operates a five-star hotel/villa in

Bali in various civil claims at Indonesian Court.

• Representing PT Kimberly Clark Indonesia in a dispute against their distributor of the products

at Indonesian Court.

• Representing both principals and distributors on distributorship or agency disputes at

Indonesian Court (eg, Nutricia, Daikin, Solutia).

• Representing various companies in debt recovery proceedings at Indonesian courts and

arbitration (BANI, SIAC and HKIAC).

Court-sanction restructuring (PKPU) and insolvency/bankruptcy litigation

• Representing PT Berlian Laju Tanker Tbk (BLT), the largest Indonesian shipping company listed

in Singapore and Jakarta, in an approximately US$ 2 billion court-sanctioned debt

restructuring (PKPU). BLT restructuring was named ILFR deal of the year 2016.

• Representing the world’s largest aircraft leasing company in filing bankruptcy petition against

PT Metro Batavia. This was a high-profile proceeding as PT Metro Batavia is one of the largest

commercial aircraft companies in Indonesia and its bankruptcy case was one of the major

bankruptcy cases of a commercial aircraft company.

• Representing a group of secured lenders in a court-sanctioned debt restructuring process

(PKPU) of PT Trikomsel Oke Tbk at Jakarta Commercial Court.

• Assisting a secured lender in restructuring process of one of the biggest coal companies in

Indonesia with the debt of approximately US$ 700 million.

• Representing Citibank in a court-sanctioned debt restructuring process (PKPU) of an

Indonesian oil company at Jakarta Commercial Court.

• Representing PT Caterpillar Asia in the bankruptcy proceedings of PT Asuransi Jiwa Bumi Asih

Jaya, the oldest health insurance company in Indonesia.

• Representing Samsung in filing bankruptcy petition against certain individuals at Surabaya

Commercial Court.

• Representing Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) in bankruptcy proceeding of PT Dwi Aneka Jaya

Kemasinso Tbk, an Indonesian public company specialized in corrugated carton and offset

printing. The representation includes enforcing certain collateral such as the fiduciary over

insurance proceeds.

• Representing Bank Central Asia (BCA) in a court-sanctioned debt of restructuring process

(PKPU) of PT Citra Margatama Surabaya (CMS), a toll road concession company, at Surabaya

Commercial Court.

• Assisting the receiver of a company which operates a five-star hotel in Bali, in administering

and liquidating assets of the company.

• Assisting the receiver of PT Suba Indah Tbk, a public company which owns the largest market

scale of distribution of corn in South East Asia, in administering and liquidating assets of the

company.



Name    RIZKY NUGRAHA

E-mail Address rizky@fnrlawyers.id   

Phone    0812 8990 6410                  

College Degree  Bachelor of Law, University of Pancasila

Language Bahasa Indonesia  

English                              

CAREER

Present

Apr 2010 - Oct 2014

Jul 2009 - Nov 2009

Fitrisyah Winata & Partners (Partner)

Kantor Advokat Adi Warman SH

Safitri, ida & partners (SIP law firm) (intern)

Mr. Nugraha is our Partner that focuses in Litigation and Dispute Resolution. He has been

practicing law for more than 8 years and gained experience in criminal law, civil dispute, and

arbitration. Mr. Nugraha also has extensive experiences in business competition, employment

issues as well as corruption matters. He has represented and advised both domestic and

international clients from a number of different industries and has appeared as an advocate

before numerous courts in Indonesia. Mr. Nugraha is an admitted advocate registered with

the Indonesian Advocates Association (PERADI).



Constitutional Dispute:

• Judicial Review Law Number 39 of 2008 concern State Ministry

• Judicial Review law of MD3 (MPR, DPR, DPRD, DPD)

• Dispute of General Election in South Sulawesi year of 2013 representing Ilham Arif Siradjudin &

Azis Kahar Muzakar.

The Honorary Board of the election organizers: 

Representing M. Aminudin, SH as independent candidate in election of Palembang Major.

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS, CASES OR MATTERS

Criminal: 

• Procurement of renovation of Pagaruyung ring road (Corruption)

• Deviation of Operational Education in MH Thamrin boarding school (Corruption)

• Deviation of Operational Education in Christian school in Jakarta (Corruption)

• Household crime

• Fraud & embezzlement.

Civil: 

Act against the law, breach of contract, divorce & joint assets

Representing:

• Prof. Dr. Harmani Kalim, SPJP (Cardiology in Ramsay Health Center) in medical malpractice

• PT. Satria Mega Kencana, PT. Dwi Mukti Graha Elektrindo (Mining)

• PT. Fortuna Cipta Sejahtera (Mining) vs PT. Asmin Koalindo Tuhup

• PT. Kerrisdale Utama & PT. Signature Capital Indonesia vs Indonesia Capital Market

Supervisory (Bapepam) and Indonesian Central Securities Custodian (KSEI).

Administrative: 

Cancellation of Land Certificate, and Cancellation award of procurement good and service

Representing:

• Mega Guna Ganda Semesta (Construction)

• PT. Indoaluminium Intikarsa Industri (Construction)

• PT. Satria Mega Kencana and PT. Dwi Mukti Graha Elektrindo (Mining).



Name    CLAUDIA HARTONO

E-mail Address claudia@fnrlawyers.id   

Phone    0812-9798-1703                   

College Degree   Bachelor of Law, University of Pelita Harapan

Language Bahasa Indonesia  

English                              

Ms. Claudia, S.H., joined this Firm as associate in February 2019. She

graduated Magna Cum Laude from Law Faculty of University of Pelita

Harapan, majoring in business law. She has been participated for doing legal

due diligence, legal research, and assist clients in general corporate matters,

trading, investment, and employment matters.

Representative clients, cases or matters

• Counsel to Migo TV, an technology company for distribution of digital

content.

• Counsel to PT Danabagus Indonesia, a peer to peer lending platform

provider.

• Counsel to PT Green Market Global Indonesia.

• Legal assistance to Indonesia private company with their employment

matters.

• Legal assistance to Indonesian courier technology start-up company with

their company establishment and their financing.

• Legal assistance to Indonesian automotive technology start-up company with

their company establishment.

• Legal assistance to Singapore finance company with their financing activities

in Indonesia.

• Legal assistance to and representing Indonesian private company related to

their investment in one of Indonesian major hotel management.



Name    SALMA INDAH PUTRI

E-mail Address salma@fnrlawyers.id   

Phone    62 812-9092-7745                   

College Degree   Bachelor of Law, University of Padjajaran

Language Bahasa Indonesia  

English                              

Ms. Salma Indah Putri, S.H., joined this Firm as associate in 2020. She

graduated Cum Laude from the Faculty of Law from Universitas Padjadjaran,

majoring in economic law. During her college term she joined internship

program with this firm, Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero), and Central Bank of

Indonesia (BI). As associate at Fitrisyah Winata & Partners, Ms. Salma will be

part of the team assigned for legal due diligence, legal research, general

corporate matters, investment, banking, and finance.

Representative clients, cases or matters

• Counsel to Migo TV, an technology company for distribution of digital

content.

• Counsel to PT Green Market Global Indonesia.

• Legal assistance to Indonesia private company with their employment

matters.

• Legal assistance to Indonesian debt collection and financial advisory

company.

• Legal assistance to Indonesian automotive technology start-up company with

their company establishment.

• Legal assistance to Singapore finance company with their financing activities

in Indonesia.



Name    ALIT SATRIO SUNGKONO

E-mail Address alit@fnrlawyers.id   

Phone    0857 1641 9112                   

College Degree   Bachelor of Law, University of Parahyangan

Language Bahasa Indonesia  

English                              

CAREER

2018 - Present Fitrisyah Winata & Partners (Associate)

Alit graduated from Law Faculty of University of Parahyangan. Alit has been part of the teams

of lawyers that assist clients in general corporate, trading, investment, land and forestry matters.

Representative clients, cases or matters

• legal assistance for Indonesia major shipping company with their commercial litigation

matters.

• legal assistance to a foreigner related to a criminal case.

• legal assistance to Indonesian automotive start-up company related to their investment

activities.

• legal assistance to Indonesian courier start-up company related to their financing

activities.

• legal assistance to Indonesian companies related to their employment matters.

• legal assistance to Indonesian companies related to their intellectual properties activities.



ALOYSIUS WEE

Mr. ALOYSIUS WEE is one of prominent practitioners and leading lawyers in

Singapore. Graduated from the University of Kent and Canterbury with a BA in Law &

Economics and is a qualified barrister at law and admitted as an advocate and

solicitor in Singapore in 1995. His areas of practice are Intellectual Property Law,

Corporate Law, Cross Border Commercial Transactions, and Real Estate Transactions.

Aloysius has since 1997 advised on various development and investment projects for

property developers, real estate players and hospitality companies in Singapore and

the region. He was named in 2009 as one of the "Asia's Hot 100 lawyers" by Asian

Legal Business. He also advises on cross-border joint ventures and transactions and in

the area of mergers and acquisitions of companies. Advising clients on entry strategies

into China and investments in China is his current expertise given his network in

China. He is actively involved in cross border corporate, real estate transactions and

investments transactions, a cross China, India and the ASEAN regions. Aloysius is a

regular speaker at training sessions for companies on various legal topics and has

spoken at various overseas events on legal aspects of doing business in China and

other legal topics. He is also a regular lecturer with the Singapore Chinese Chamber

of Institute of Business lecturing in China and Singapore Laws and doing business in

China. He is also a regular contributor of legal and regional business articles for

various publications. He sits on the Board of Governors for TayLeck Teck Foundation a

charitable foundation and is an independent director of Changjiang Fertilizer Holding

Limited, a company listed on the Stock Exchange of Singapore and CCM Group

Limited, a construction company listed on the Catalist in Singapore. Mr. Wee is also a

managing Partner at AQUINAS LAW ALLIANCE LL.P, A Singapore Law Firm with a

focus on ASEAN, India and China.

Dr. IWAN ERAR JOESOEF, S.H., Sp.N., M.Kn

Dr. Iwan Erar Joesoef, S.H., Sp.N., M.Kn is a committed legal academician and

observer, Mr. Joesoef specializes himself in the areas of Infrastructure (Toll Road

Investment), Public Private Partnership, Project Finance (Build Operate transfer),

Contract Law, General Insurance, General Corporate, Real Estate, Acquisitions,

Procurement (Bidding), Government Regulations, and Government Enterprise. Mr.

Joesoef is a graduate from University of Indonesia for all of his academic degrees. Due

to his expertise, Mr. Joesoef had been asked to serve in public sector, among others, to

serve as Legal Expert (Tenaga Ahli Hukum) at Dewan Nasional Kawasan Ekonomi

Khusus, Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Perekonomian RI. In addition to his dynamic

activities, Mr. Joesoef is still committed to serve in academic sector by being a lecturer

at several universities in Indonesia.

Of Counsels



One of the most pleasing aspects in our way of work is to witness the firm’s 

values and participation in supporting community and working hard to 

improve the lives of those in need. In this firm, we do support charities in 

our individual capacities, but it is also important for us collectively to make 

a contribution back to society in our business life. We are privileged to be in 

a position to be able to help others and we delightfully acknowledge our 

responsibility to do so. 


